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A fast development in constructions of new Heavy Ion accelera¬ 

tors In the last 10-15 years caused quite an appreciable cbange in 

the interests of nuclear physicists. New problems qualitatively dJf.fs 

rent from those which appeared Tor low nuclear excitations now nroscd. 

An acceleration of Bfcavy Ions within the ivhole range of nuclear raassros 

up to 20 UeV/a of energies gave possibilities of investigating nucl'*.. r 

pr-ocesses unreachable in experiments with li-ght projectiles ( nuclenns, 

()( purtcles ) at low energies. One could mention for example prop';-

t ies of fast rotating nuclei f Mgh spin states J , fusion process 

of colliding nuclei, reactions of a transfar of few or more nuclcoDi 

or giant resonances. 

First experimental results already showed that their description 

recuires quite different approiiches than those which rare goud enou1;.)-. 

in describing low energy nuclear excitations. At high energies of 

projectiles cne has not to worry about single particle and shell struć-

tures of nuclei* However because of the large dynamical changes of 

the nuclear shapes in Heavy Ion Collisions now it is not possible to 

use static approximations. As an example one can take giant resonances, 

where because of tbe large amplitudes of vibrations an anlinrmonio 

effects could pley quite an important role. Therefore in this case 

a perturbation treataant- (ftPAj which is good for small amplitude 

vibrations can not be applied. 

It i s worth to note, that because of big "bombarding energies 

a classical description can be applied to a majority of the processes, 

Generally speaking a classical treatment can be applied when a reduced 

de Broglie wavelength /C is much smaller than the linear dimensions 

characteristic for a given process 

X « 
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In case of Heavy Ion Collisions as d one should take an interval of 

the Impact parameters from which partial waves are contributing to a 

given process. Por such processes as fusion, deep inelastic or quasi-

elastic scatterings at energies up to 20 UeV/n the condition ( i ) is 

well satisfied. Going to higher energies and bigger masses of colli¬ 

ding nuclei this condition Is fulfilled bettor and better. 

The present paper is dealing mainly with a classical descripti&n 

of Ileavy Ion Collisions. In addition a short description of the cal¬ 

culations of giant resonance energies and fission dynamics using a 

sslfconsistent ( TtillFJ method will be described. 

A Icey quantity in the discussion about Heavy Ion Collisions 

is the potential energy as a function of important degrees of freedom 

necessary to describe collisions ' ' * . 

Calculations of the potential energy were done under the assump¬ 

tion that nuclear sy—-stems we are dealing with are leptodermous, 

vhich means A ^ l , Under such an assumption the potential energy can 

'•-"i written as a sum of the voluiae and surface terras. Furthermore if 

:<. nuclear fluid is assumed to be incompressible a volume term is 

independent on deformation of the drop, whereas a surface term is in 

tiie f irst order proportional to the size of the surface of the drop. 

T" in addition we assume that the drop is uniformly charged we can 

a smooth part £ neglecting shell effectsJ of the potential 

energy as a sun of the surface and Coulomb energies *~9*, This sam, 

which is a fundamental oaantity was calculated for many nuclear sys-

tsms and sequences of nuclear shapes **. Results of such calculations 

wore presented in a form of an extended fover 800 maps) atlas of 

the deformation onerscy zaaps. 
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A parmnetrization of nuclear shapes similar to ours was Intro¬ 

duced earlier by J^R.Klx and used in the calculations of fission and 

Kecvf Ion Collisions ' / . The paramotrtzation introduced by Nix 

takes into account a spheroidal deformation of fragments. This defor¬ 

mation can have scuce influence on saddle point properties. However 

there exist a quite important ({efficiency in sucu pararac trizutlon. 

Because of the use of the sasse formula for a neck for n case oi' sepa¬ 

rated and nonsenarated shapes as a result we get that at constant 

asyeuaetry f \ the ratio of tijc fragment masses for separated shapes 

changes with the distance bets-eon fragments. Only for the symoietric 

case this ratio is independent on the distance between fragments and 

is equal to 1. Because at this difficulty Nix is forced to do 'ynaroi-

cal calculations only for symmetric cases which is a drastic restric¬ 

tion especially for Heavy Ion Collisions for which usually no symmetry 

exist in the experiment. Cue to the use of scaling procedure for sepa-

rated fragMentsTtte paraaetrization we are going to present there is 

no above mentioned ^efficiency. 

Sur atlas of the Reformation energy maps covers a rango of asyra-

netry paraaeter 0 ^ i& •« 0,6 aa«! fissility parameter 0 ^ x ^ 1,5. 

In this way all the passible cocftinatlons of target and projectile 

are taken into account starting from collisions of (X particle v.itlt 

a heavy nftelens and ending on collisions of two heavy nuclei, we hope 

that ssjch an atlas should serve as a first guide what one can expect 

in toe given experiment. 

As i t was Btcntioned already the deformation energy of a nuclear 

system is fexce.pt the Coułorab teraj calculated as a surface term 

proportional to too size of the surface. Assuming that the system is 

leptodensoos corrections to this leading term in energy can be obtained 

as a series expansion of powers of the ratio of the thickness of 



surfao* layer to the dimensions of tłw system or equlvalenily In 
j In 

A ' powers. It tnrned out that such on expansion Is successful 

already In discussing average static properties of nuclei ' rbinding 

energies } , However It becomes useless when the surface of the system 

starts to deform so strongly that its characteristic dimensions like 

curvature radii beoone comparable with th* thickness of the surface 

layer. As examples of such situations one can take a fissiSn where 

just before division there are two fragments connected by a thin 

welt or in Heavy Ion Collisions two ions before touching In on entrance 

channel. Especially in the second case an expansion of the energy as 
—1/3 power series in A will not be able to describe a strong attraction 

• iiieh appears when distance between surfaces becomes conparable with 

the surface layer thickness. 

This effect of nuclear attraction which leads to a nucleus -

nucleus potentials was already discussed in a series ot papers. 

"Ue authors used many methods starting from microscopic numerical 

calculations for definite pairs of nuclei. ' through various kinds 

.-.C folding * until a direct estimates of a nucleus - nucleus forces 

f row a known behaviour of the surface term in energy i ) . 

We have proposed also a simple expression for an attractive 

energy which should be added to the power series in A"**' * „ 

attractive forces ire re called proxtaity forces because they act 

in the close proximity of the surfaces which are BO de/ormed that 

r.,--:r& is either a gap or a crevice between them. 

In our considerations we arrive to the following theorem about 

proximity forces: 

"The force between two gently eurvad surfaces as a fanetion of 

tbe separation degree at freadoa s Is proportional to the interaction 
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potential per unit area, e fs*) , between two flat surfaces, the 

proportionality factor being 2 "K> times the reciprocal of the gquar 

root of tlta Gaussian curvature 0/ the gap width function at the poiu'* 

of closest approach". 

Practically i t means that the proximity energy for any pair of 

nuclei eon easily be obtained once a universal function •? £ s) is 

known. This function con be calculated onoe and for all if only we 

assume a realistic model for a nucJeori - micleor. forces. 

The above theorem about proximity forces ia valid for parabo-

loitlal gaps or crevicee for which the width is a quadratic function 

of the coordinate perpendicular to P. gap or to a crevice. v,e have 

vorfted on generalization of this theorem for nonparnboloidal enses. 

This lead to so called a generalised theorem utout proximity forces, ' , 

At the same time It oeurreel possible to write a following theorem: 

"The isun of the surface and proximity enarglcc is continuous 

£ iy the first derivative) wiien a gap turns into a crevice at contact' 

UłłfiJtunately up to uow we did not find a general recipee for 

calculating a fruxiaiity energy for any given profile of a gap or a 

crevice. Therefore it r.as not possible to take into account the 

correction for the proxiaity forces in the atlas of the potential 
14") energy »aps. Krappe, Nix and Sierk ' proposed a method in which 

in addition to th* local part an the potential energy also a part 

corresponding to the proximity forces is psnerated. Łuch method corre¬ 

sponds to a folding of a short range interaction ( Yukawa plus expo¬ 

nential^) nit.s- a sharp density profile. This snort range Interaction 

has a property of leaving unchanged a volume energy and a property of 

a stationarity of the Interaction energy for two flat surfaces at 

contact. 

Generally for axially symetrie shapes exact formula for the 
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folding energy leads to a three dimensional integrals , so i t war? 

possible to calculate maps only for fow chosen combinations AjtAg ' . 

.-.laps calculated in this way Ghow t.łmt (.hero is quite a strong ini'lu-

cncs of a nuclear attraction, inte faction 'carriers are lowered signi¬ 

ficantly and the strongest modifications in energy occur around sols-

e.Sov. Hue. Nuclear forces shift posiclone of barriers frou the point 

"vhere Uvo epi:ei-36 touch to Hie point lying, ci ther f.utslde of i t 

I fot ii^fit FysteBisJ or iusiće ^ for heavy uassj . On the scission 

ins a discontinuity jn tha potential energy verivativs obtained i;i 

ioutel Uroj' Model is cantella<3 enco nijcle<ir forces ;•.ro inclucł<?<i. 

•'or-itions and enei-gies of the s/idule points o BJI-'C i,-.\lly for Iieavier 

ystSns i~t:isaiji almost unchanged. 

Up to Jiov wo were discussing a consoi-vative forces cotmecteu 

•itli the pot-intial onei'gy of nnclffar systems. ?Jov.cvor, as expo rln-.oritn • 

ata shuwr? in Heavy Ion Collisions tliere is a lot of ft ti is&ipat i.u;; 

f a collective cnor^y lato single I'.'.iirt lo3e 8tat.es. lvi other soni; 

u:ltf ,->.n. appreciable part of t.'ic kinetic energy 'n zn entrance oija1!;;.̂ -. 

:; 'join?: into an excitation iii an exit channel, lu sjlar.sioal dest r ip-

ioił a a it-'jipci' ion part fty-pa&fs oxplicit.e in equations of snot ion 

:• ilay'ioiaii - L.tgranjo yriuations J , in viUcii a total energy that in 

sum of kiiu-tio, potential and dissipaten energies is conserved. 

;io ififorc if. appeal's that, a (cocJiaJ!i."3ia of tiie dissipation of a coriioc-

ivc energy is a very important problem in Heavy Ton Dynwi.es. 

In hydrodynamics A dissipation is vp.ry often treated us a voluao 

• Cfect vkich can be <Iescril)od as a -frictiGnal motion bo twe a u two 

fluid layers. This type of a dissipation is characteris t ic for media 

in which part icles ».'••-:• a short aean froe path and two body interac¬ 

tion is a domir-.•:•.•. 
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As success of a single particle model with particles moving 

independently flong mean free pathj in a common well shows tho situ¬ 

ation in nuclear systems is somehow different, Tho single particle 

model occurred to be a good starting point in discussing a nuclear 

structure. A similar assumptions wore taken in our dissipation consi¬ 

derations where v.e have assumed that tho exchange of enargy between 

collective and single particle degrees of free dom is duo to tho oo'.ll--

slons of particles with moving walls of a nuclear potential / and 

not due to a two body coll isions. A classical analogue of so called 

one body dissipation would be a rarefied ICnudsen gas with a long 

mean free path. 

The assumption of collisions of independent particles with iv.nlIs 

of a contains*" plus additional assumptions of the volume ennsurva'.inn 

and iaotronic distribution of the velocities of particles ( fi'onnl fas 

norie 1 for example } leads to a very simple and useful formula for this 

rate of dissipatod energy. This formula simplifies even more under tiic 

assumption that on average velocity of particles v is much bigger 

t!i«u. the velocity of « container walls ń . This assumption is ueually 

ivoll fulfilled in Heavy Ton Collisions at energies up to 10 MaV/u. 

Iv. a f i r s t stage of a ITenvy Ion Collision partie los in both colliding 

nuelei have ieotropic velocity distributions with respect to both 

TI.«ISS cer(tcr«. It pienns that in a center of mass of the whole system 

XVTO velocity distributions aro shifted by an entrance velocity. As ona 

of the assumptions about ńti isotrople velocity distribution of parti¬ 

cles is not fulfilled in such case a simple dissipation formula can 

not be used. 

Therefore I'or this f i r s t stage of a collision so called wlndo* 

formula was proposed. We assumed that when two nuclear containers 

come to a coftiact a window between them opens and particles can s tar t 



to flow from one container to the other. Every time a particle crosses 

a window in average i t brings a nsoscntiua connected with an entrance 

energy •) * This simple uodal of dissipation, should ba used for a 

description of tiie first stage of the collision until due to the 

exphange of particles the velocity distribution of all the particles 

becomes lsotropic. 

One of the characteristic features of this one body dissipation 

ip that it dominates, over inertial forces. This IF very nice property 

as usually there is a big difficulty In estimation of Inertial forces 

antJ taping one body dissipation this problera seeas to bo not terribly 

important. 

Therefore in the dynamical calculations of Heavy I-m Collisions 

a very eiasple assumption was taken about an Inertial tensor, that is 

a T.ernar - Wheeler * hydro dynamical inertia. This tyi*e of inertia 

vas checked! to have n proper behaviour for two touching spheres and 

for sra;ill multipole vibrations around sphere. 

Models of the conservative, dissipation and incrtlal forces 

describe*? above are fit i l l used in ołiynaclcal calculations of Heavy 

Ion Collisions. One of intriguing questions In these calculations is 

how such of the kinetic energy above the Coulonb barrier Is needed 

to make fusion * /extra push model) . Results obtained up to now 

£how that calculations are able to reproduce an average behaviour of 

nuclei at energies of few lteV/u above tbe Coulomb barrier ' . YTe hope 

that once statistical effects are taken into account a proper descrip¬ 

tion of the experimental cross sections trill be obtained. 

Dp to now a classical description of Heavy Ion Collisions was 

discussed. Now a quantua description will be briefly presented. 

The most known and used quantua method is a tine dependent selfcon-

sis tent method fTDBFJ . However because of tbe big coaputatlonal 



tine this netbod i s very often quite useless. 

Additionally because of negleotlng residual Interactions and 

because of the synmetries in the calculations system which Is moving 

infinitely slowly at the end of i t s Motion will not end up In a ground 

state. This is a result of crossings of levels with different, quantum 

numbers. Ona coo avoid this próbie* by either removing nil the symme¬ 

tries la the calculations or by Introducing a residual Interactions 

vblch allow for the transitions between levels with different quantum 

n embers. 

U'e proposed a staple Bodel. It is based on addition to tho TDHF 

equations a pairing Interaction characterized either by a constant 

gap Q or by constant strength G v . AS one can show a model with 

a constant gap /j, for two isolated levels is equivalent to a Landau -

Zeener / model with a perturbation potential n 2 equivalent to j& . 

Calculations for a case with constant gap £ \ show that In tho quadru-

pole vibrations of the rare earth nuclei there is a strong damping 

of the collective motion / , 

TDflK method was also used in the calculations of giant quadrupole 

and aonopole resonances energies for doubly magic nuclei ) , Compari¬ 

son ivitb the experimental data shows a very good agreement for quadru¬ 

pole resonances. For monopole resonances there is almost no oxperimon-

tal data to be compared with, 

\?o heva also tried to use a TD1IF method for fission calculations 

in which a dynamics fron the saddle point to scission was followed. 

The ««odel s ita a constant gap c \ was uped and a roaponable value of 

Q =0.5 JteV iras chosen at f irst . It occurred then that the nucleus 

- 5̂ does not go to scission because particles during levels crossings 

are only in a sasll percentage going to lower levels. For L\ =6 MaV 

a division of the nucleus into two fragments was obtained. For so 
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large ^ probabilities of transitions to lor lying single particle 

states are s? big that there is practically DO energy dissipation 

one) the whole available energy is going Into Kinetic energy* In this 

way tiis whole dynamics beeoaies very fast .ind the overall time needed 

for .1 transition frora saddle to scission is equal to 2*10 " f e e . 

V.'e. investigated motion oi1 separated fragments in time and got their 

octu pole vibrations. Those results were not published because of the 

difficulties in the interpretation of sbiev; introduced parameter /V , 

I'arhitps a mare realistic aotiel would be one ritli a constant s-trength 

C, where ^J^ is treated as « dynamic si variable, hov.-ever those calcti-

I atiocs '-.ore not dona up to now. 

In our numerical TDHF code as expansion of the wave functions 

in a time independent two center basis was used. Therefore this code 

ip not useful for Ifsavy Ion Collisions Kite re dynamical changes of the 

nuclear shapes are ratber big. In addition because of the big tine of 

compotations i t is iapossible to calculate a reasonable aciount of 

different target - projectile combinations with different energies. 

This last difficulty can sonehow be avoided by split t ing particles 

inta a strongly bound core particles ar.d valence particles. This core 

can be described by few dynamical variables only and valence particles 

should be treated in an exact T15HP ivay. However this idea iras up to 
25* now not extensively used / . 

Sunns ing up this short introduction to the published or not yet 

published papers we can say that two methods - a classical and a 

quantua one - of calculating large amplitude collective motion ivere 

proposed. Up to now we are s t i l l testing one body dynamics in a 

classical treatment. 

An Important Question which arises in Keavy Ion Collisions 

concerns the values of sticking tines SV» In case of long enough 

tiaes /*•* 1O~ secy on* coulci think about experimental 
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of X rays which correspond to the t r a n s i t i o n s between e lec t ron s t a t e s 

having enough time to adjust to the fac t of e x i s t i n g very haavy 

nucleus fA.+A2 J • 

In a quantum TDIIP method desp i te a l l the d i f f i c u l t i e s mentioned 

above there I s an additional problem tha t i s ;i de sc r ip t ion of a wave 

function by a s ing le S l a t e r detersiiriant. lit such method the avai lable 

phase apace i s much poorer than i t could bo. Therefore i t seems tha t 

the use of a soph i s t i ca t ed TDHF machinery i s somewhat premature and 

can not give us answers on i n t e r e s t i n g physical ques t ions . 
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